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FOREWORD
This document is the final report for Contract NAS8-Z6554, i
"Mass Transport Contamination Study," Modification I. The study
was performed by personnel of the Lockheed-Huntsville Research
& Engineering Center for the Space Sciences Laboratory of NASA-
Marshall Space Flight Center. The NASA technical monitor for
the study was Mr. E. E. Klingman, S&E-SSL-PM.
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Section 1
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
i This contract was modified on 13 April 197Z to include an extended work
statement and period of performance through 13 January 1973. This final
report documents results achieved during this extended effort. The additional
effort consisted of two tasks, each of which has been separately documented Ln]
Lockheed technical reports that are appended to this report. The two tasks
4
are described as: (l)"Backflow of Outgas Contamination onto Orbiting Space-
?
] craft as a Result of Lntermolecular Collisions," and (2) "Particle Cloud Buildup
Due to Waste Dumping from Orbiting Spacecraft." Both of these tasks deal with
aspects of spacecraft contamination in orbit.
Spacecraft contamination is a matter of current and vital interest in the
[ design of thermal control surfaces, solar panels and experiment and instru-
mentation packages for use aboard earth-orbiting vehicles. Contamination!
I sources include liquid waste dumps reaction motor firings and material out-
gassing. The two tasks performed under this contract modification provide
analytical techniques with which quantitative estimates can be made of certain
spec Lfic contamination threats.
' Some of the outgas products flowing away from a spacecraft will be de- •_
i flected back onto the spacecraft as a result of intermolecular collisions. This i
. is particularly true with respect to collisions with ambient atmospheric mole- !,
cules. Under Task 1, analytical techniques were developed to predict the amount
i of mass that will return. For the Skylab spacecraft, it was estimated that on
the order of I cr 2% of the outgas products will return to the spacecraft as a
result of intermolecular collisions.
Mass dumped overboard from liquid waste dumps will leave the space-
craft and go into orbit about the central body (Earth, Moon, etc.} in much the
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same fashion as the spacecraft. The effect of continuing waste dumps is to
create a particle cloud in orbit that continuously expands along the spacecraft
orbit. Some of this mass will return to the spacecraft at points wh_re theJ
particle ocbits intersect the spacecraft orbit. Itwas estimated for the Skylab
i spacecraft, neglecting aerodynamic drag, that a particle cloud will extend, on
both sides of the spacecraft, about 36 km in the radial direction, 9 km in the
I, out-of-plane direction ana will expand along the spacecraft orbit at the rate of
i
. 168 km for each spacecraft orbit. Aerodynamic drag will cause the particle
cloud to spiral inward toward the central body. Again neglecting aerodynamic
drag, the estimated amount of return mass flow was found to be about of the
same order as a typical spacecraft material outgas rate. When aerodynamic
drag was considered, itwas found that particle collisions with the spacecraft
were impossible, and the return mass flow rate was, therefore, zero. The
I predicted light scattering properties of the optical cloud were found to be
• nearly identical with those predicted for an isotropic source, with some in-
] tensification in directions along the spacecraft orbit.
Z
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Section 2
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUDING REMARKS
The results of the Task i effort, "Backflow of Outgas Contamination
onto Orbiting Spacecralt as a Result of Intermolecular Collisions," is docu-
mented in Ref. I and is included in this final report as Appendix A. As pointed
out in Appendix A, the treatment of backscattering due to collisions between
outflow molecules and atmospheric molecules is considered to be fairly
rigorous. The treatnient involving collisions between individual outgas ,_nole-.
cules, however, is based on somewhat extreme simplifications. Although the
backflow due to self-scattering was found to be s-x_allf)r the Skyl_b spacecraft,
future applications might make wortbwhiie an e:."forto develop a more rigorous
treatment.
!
The second task, "Particie Cloud Buildup Due to Waste Dumping from
I Orbiting Spacecraft," is documented in Ref. 2 and is included in this final report
as Appendix B. There are a number of areas where this study might be expanded.
In lhe calculations of the particle clouclbuildup, itwas assumed that tl_:expulsionrate was continuous and uniformly distributed in all directions. I_ was further
assumed that the particle size and velocity distributions were uniforn_ and constant
Ii with respect to time. A worthwi_ile fuhlre effort would be to remove so_'_eof these
rcst_'ictions and also to consider the long-term interaction and thermal equilibrium
i of th¢:'scpacticles with _h, ambient atmosphere
i
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FOREWORD
! This interim report documents the results accomplished
during performance of Task A of Contract NAS8-Z6554, "Mass
l: Transport Contamination Stuck.y, '' Modification 1. The work was
performed by personnel in the Aeromechanics Department of
" the Lockheed-Huntsville h Engineering
Research Center under
Contract to NASA-Marshall Space Flight Center. The MSFC
[ technical monitor for the contract is E.E. Klingman, ShE-
SSL=PM.
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I Section I
I INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
Orbiting space vehicles lose mass to the ambient environment as a re-
I su/t of cf of waste andoutgassing spacecraft materials, dumping products
firing of attitude control reactior, mcAors. Some of the lost mass will return
I to the vehicle, where even very small amounts may significantly cloud space-
craft windows, contaminate experiment packages or otherwise interfere with
i spacecraft operations.
In the highly rarefied environment at orbital altitudes, backscattering#
I due to intermolecular collisions will be a primary mode by which outgas
products will be deflected back onto the vehicle. The intermoiecularcollisions
I will•be of two distinct types. First, they will occur between the outflowing
, molecules and the ambient atmospheric molecules. The stream of ambient
atmospheric molecules will be highly energetic, corresponding to the orbital
velocity of the spacecraft. Intermolecular collisions of this type will conse-
quently tend to strongly deflect the outflowing molecules in the direction of theambient freestream. Second, interm lecular c llision will occu between
individual outflowing molecules because of differences in velocity (including
direction) of the individual molecules.
To :.n indication of the amount of backflow to be aprovide expected.
theoretical analysis was performed based on the following simplifying assump-
tions. The spacecraft was assumed to be spherical in shape with the massflow emitting uniformly over the spherical surface at a constant rate and in a
P'Lambertian spatial distrib',Rion. The outflow gases were assumed to be
neutrally charged and of & single species with a molecular weight character
istic of a composite cf the actual species involved in the mass flow.
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The theoretical analysis showed that, for out_assing only, l_s_ thaz_ 1.%%
of the" outgas products will return to the Skylab spacecraft as a result of inter-
molecular collisions. When the total mass flow frown the spacecraft, including
waste dumps, reaction control motor firings, etc., was considered, it was esti-
mated that about 30% will return to the spacecraft. The latter res_lt is based
on certain rather extreme simplifying assumptions.
I
¢
l
I
I
I
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[ Section Z
METHOD OF APPROACH AlVD DERIVATION OF EQUATIONS
1
Z.l METHOD OF APPROACH
The highly rarefied environment under consideration is such that the
] {low may be considered to be "nearly free molecular." In this flow regime,
the mean free-path between intermolecular collisxons is large compared to
! typical spacecraft dimensions, yet small enough to cause significant departure
! from free molecular flow. The fact that the flow regime is indeed nearly free
molecular will be shown later for the Skylab spacecraft.
In this flow regime, the "first-collision"model approach of Baker and
Charwat (Ref. 1) is appropriate. Each molecule is considered to undergo a
maximum of one intermolecular collision prior to colliding with a surface, or
ti between two successive collisions with a surface. In the present applications,
this allows two classes of collisions to be considered: (1) between an outflowing
molecule and an ambient atmospheric molecule, neither of which has undergonei"
|_ previous collisions; and (Z) between two outflowing molecules which have not
experienced prior collisions. Collisions between ambient atmospheric mole-
1'
,. cules are neglected altogether since the frequency of such collisions is ex-
tremely small compared to that of the other two classes of collisions. Actually,
I Baker and Charwat considered onl,r class (1) collisions. Since it is difficult to
show that class (2) collisions are in fact negligible (Ref. Z), they will be con-
I sidered in this analysis by using certain simplifying assumptions.
, The first-collision approach considers the molecules to be smooth, hard
elastic spheres of some finite diameter. In the present analysis, the diameter
is made flexible depending on the relative velocity oetween collislcns to account
i
: for realistic temperature variations in viscosity.
¢
4
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2.2 DERIVATION OF EQUATIONS
It is necessary first to determine the collision rate per unit volume that
occurs in the region surround_.ng the sphere. Next, a determination is made
of the number of colliding outflow molecules in an element of volume which are
deflected back in the direction of agiven point on the surface. Thetotal back-
flow flux at the given point is then determined by integrating over the half space
, outward from the point on the surface. This is described separately for the two
classes of collisions in the following paragraphs.
J
Z.2.1 Scattering by Ambient Atmospheric Molecules
i
Consider the geometrical representation shown in Fig. 1. The point on
] the sphere surface at which the backflow flux is to be calculated is designated
i. Q, while a point in the field surrounding the sphere which is a source of back-
scattered molecules is designated P. For convenience Q is considered to bein the _, j plane, where i, j and k are unit vectors in th_ direction of corre-
sponding rectangular coordinates with i pointing in the negative direction of
the ambient flow. The angle _ is the latitudinal displacement from the i
axis. In the primed coordinate system, i" is in the direction of the radius
passing through Q, j zs zn the i, j plane and k" is in the k direction. 4' and
O' are polar coordinates about the i' axis. Finally, r is the distance from zhe
i sphere center out to P, while r' is the distance from Q to P.
The collision rate per unit volume, n, in the field surrouncin 6 the sphere
l is given by:
I I °fi = n e n V -re e-0o0c 00
where n is the density field of outflow molecules, n is the density of the
e _._ 00..a
ambient atmosphere, V is the ambient flow velocity, v ts the velocity cn
co e
the outflow molecules and o is the cross section for colliszon_ oetw_'n
e-o0
the outflow molecules and the ambient atmospheric molecules.
Z-Z
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Fig. 1 - Geometrical Representation of Scattering _)y Amb:.:_nt
Atmospheric Molecules
Z-3
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The density field n e of outflowing molecules at P is determined by
n e = =--- _ (Z)
S2
where qw is the outflow flux at the sphere surface, Vw is the mean velocity
of the outflow molecules and the integration is over the solid angle _0 sub-
tended by the sphere at P. We assume here that the variation in the density
field is due entirely to the diverging flow away from the sphere, and that
attenuation due to collisions may be neglected. This assumption is justified
by the mean free-path being much larger than the sphere radius, as is shown
• later for the Skylab spacecraft.
Carrying out the integration in Eq. (2) yields
_r 2 _ R 22 qw r - (3)11 ne v r
w
. Referring again to Eq. (1), n is seen to be given by
I I°e00 e -00 r- (4)
h = V r
w
_. Next, the directional distribution must be determined of scattering of
those outflow molecules undergoing collisions in an element of volunae aLP.
i To do this, the velocity of the outflow molecules is assumed to be negligible
compared to the velocity of the ambient atmospheric molecules. The outflow
molecules may then be considered stationary with respect to the sphere. Con-
side., the hard sphere collision shown schematically in Fig. 2. For all collisions
in which the line of centers is in the solid angle element dr0, the stationary mole-
cule will be deflected into dr0 on the opposite side of the stationary molecule.
The probability d Pt0 of the line of centers lying in d,.0 is given by the amount
of sphere surface contained in d_ projected in the direction of flow ratioed to
LOCKHEED-HUNTSVILLERESEARCH& ENGINEERINGCENTER
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AmbientAtmo pher c olecule" _ Stationary Outflow
. __ ._ _ Molecule
l.
i Fig. Z - Schematic of Hard Sphere Collision
(
l V P. ¢O
Fig. 3 - Diagram for Scattered Flux Due to Collisions
I
I
Z-5
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the sphere cross section:
Z
a dw cos..___adw (5)
dPu - _r a 2 cosa = ff
Now, referring to Fig. 3, the flux dqbis found of scattered ou+flow
molecules from collisions in volume element dV at P and crossing surface
i_ element dA at Q. Surface element dA is oriented at angle [3 to the line join-
ing P and Q, and Q is at a distance r'from P.
dV cos_____ade0
7r cos_ : hcosc cos_ dV (6)
dqb = ,Z r, 2r dw _"
1 Referring again to Fig. 1, the flux dqb of backscattered outflow mole-cules at _ is
qb = _'C -0o cos_ - ' dV (7)• r,Z r
_- where the volumetric integral is carried out over the portion of the half space
outward from dA at Q which is also forward of Q in the negative direction ofthe external flow (recall from Fig. 2 that molecules are scattered only in the
forward direction).
! .
Before Eq. (7)is evaluated for arbitrary 4), the integration is performed
at 4> = 0 and at _ = lr/2.
_/Z
[ qb, o 4n V (I f f (r _) 4,
- 00 00 e-o0 -
qw _w COS2_' sin_' dr'd (8)
o o
i
The radial distance r under the r' integral sign is a function of r' and _'
[ as follows
, r (R 2 + Z cos_' r' R + r'Z) 1/2: (9)
2--6
ii
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The difficulty of performing the integration is lessened greatly by approxi-
mating the expression under the r' integral sign by the following simpler
expression:
r- -R --. 1
r = _ + (10)
f The close agreement between the two expressions is shown in Fig. 4.
: Equation (8) now becomesI
_r/z
! qb, o 2 no0 V0o o e -o0 Rf
qw = _w ./ cos2_ ' sin_'
i o
I
dF' d_"
l x + ( --- d_' (It)1 +2cos_ j _" +7 "'2 o 1 +2 cos_'7'+7 ,2
i
t where _' = r'/R. The group of constant factors preceding the integral signs
may be rearranged and expressed in terms of certain dimension.tess param-
i eters widely used in rarefied gas dynamics:
[ 2 n Voo o e R j S b o-o0 e-oo (12)I *° _w" = ,_ _n Ooo
i
!
where S bis the ambient velocity ratioed to the most probable thermal velocity
of the outflow molecules at the surface temperature, Kn is the ambient mean
free-path ratioed to the sphere radius, and Oe_o0/oo0 is the cross section for
collisions between outflow molecules and ambient atmospheric molecules
ratioed to the cross section for collisions between individual ambient atmos-
pheric molecules.
f
Z-7
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i i i l i I _ _
i
Z ""-" Y = Z["r-4rZ RZ'-
R Z R 6
6_ y =--_*--6
r r
' _ I !I
i
.4
i
i .2 -- ,
!
i
x i1i io_- \
I .06 --
L ',
I
°'- 1\1 'i . J Lt
Z 3 4 5 678910
r/R
:Fig.4 - Approximate Expression RZ/r z + R6/r 6 Compared to Exact
t _'.xpre..,o_Z(r-_rZ_RZ)/r
2-8 ._,
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i The integr&ls over r in Eq. (11) are given as follows:
; f d_' _ _i[_ (13)( I + Z COS_'_ +'_'2 - sin4'
O
' o0
_- cos_/__3cos,'d?' 3¢5_' (14)
Equation (11 _,now becomes:
i Iz /IzQb, 0 : Sb°e-°° _ c°s2_'d¢' +8 4¢,
qw Kn ooo sino o
t ./z ,/z
- 4 sin," - g sin34 '
o
Sb °e-°° (15)
- 48
o0
I For 4>= Ir/2, making use of the results of Eqs. (10) and (IZ) through (14),
Eq. (7) becomes:
I
q
_Iz _Iz _.
qw -'%rf_" _ _ cosO de sin*'cos¢'
o o
e -oo (16)
3 _' ! co____s' 3 co s3_, d_b' = Kn ax I #'+8 sin4#, 4 s[n ' 8 sini i
or
w qbjlr/Z _ 15 = 0.3471 (].7)
! qb, 0 Z(3 _r2 - 8)
i
Z-9
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Forgeneral4), the integrationof Eq. (7) becomes much more tedius. The
angle a is expressed in terms of ¢ ¢' and 8', as follows:
a = cos-I (cos¢cos¢'- sine s[n¢' cos{}') (18)
Recall that the volumetric integral in Eq. (7) is carried out over the portion of
the half space forward of Q in the negative direction of the external flow. This
is equivalent to requiring that 0 <__a <_ 7r/2. For 0 <__¢ <_/i"/2, Eq. (7) becomes:
//°°/q_bb _. 1 Sb ae-°° (cos4) cos4)' - sin4) sin4)' cos(9') cos4)'qw ._ Kn Oao o o
4), 3 ._h' 1 cost' 3¢o._ dd 4)'x +8 sin4_, 4 sin4)' " -8 sin3¢ ,] d
! _/Z =
i + / f (cos4) COS4)' - sin_ sin4)' cos8') cos4)'i -I 1
! ___4) cos tan_ tan4)'Z
' /i ( ___£_ _o__' _ _o___'_de_,' (_9_x ¢' + _ sin44), - 4 sin4)' - 8 sin34),/
i
Performing the integrations over 8' reduces Eq. (,9) to:
qb 1 Sb °e-._
,r/Z
x /rC°S4) c°sZ4)' 4)' +8 ," 4 sin4)'- g sin34),]o
=/z
.--5 ' d4)
cos¢ cos" 1 1 24), + ain4_ ' 4>']t_n-ZT_,--'_"cos ¢,, 3_.ti. __o_' co_
Z
2-I0
I
l
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}cos - cos +Ssin4¢, 4 sin_' 8sin3¢,/
The first integral in Eq. {20) is identical to the integral in Eq. (15):
//2 (,' 3.._._ 1 cos_: 3 cosg', de' 3r2 " 8c°s2_' + 8 sin49 sin3¢,]-- ,, 4 sin{' -'8 = 48 (21)
o
After some algebraic manipulation is performed, and expressing in terms of
the flux at ¢ = O, Eq. (ZO) then becomes:
tan (2 - _' -ltan(_ "-
-- = sine ..... _-n_ cos tan{ 1
I _" 3 o 8) tang(P _j
,,o , }s,n4_, 4 sing 8 sin3_,/
l To allow integration in closed form, the first factor under the integral
sign is approximated as follows:
] _/1 . tan2(_-{') tan(_-{') cos-I tan({-,,') '
tan2_ tan{ tank
I ZTrtan (3" {')
= I r tan(_-_') • (Z3)
2 tan_ -- + (Z " I) tan2 _
The approximation was obtained by fitting the quadratic equ_tkou to n-_at¢"
i end points at x = tan( - _')/tan_' = 0 and 1 and the first derivative at x " 0.
i
Z-ll
1 "
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Very close agreement between the exact and approximate expressions if, shown
in the comparison in Fig. 5.
Equation (2Z) may now be expressed as follows:
/ !/'qb cos_ + 48 in_ sin_ cosI qb, o _(3/r 2 - 8)
i x (_'+3 ___ __o___'3 >o__ d4! _ sin4_, - T sin_' - _ sin3_'/
i
- _ cos_b c°sZ_' *' + g sin4_, - 4 sin_' - -8 sin3_,!
) ,__°. +_- _) -;_,_,',, 3____ __o_ 3co___1 (,,)Ir_(_) Z
l
t
l The first integral is seen to be identical to the integral in Eq. (16) for
= _r//2, while the other two integrals drop out due to the cos_ factors. Also,
all three integrals drop out at _ 0 due to the identity of the limits of inte-
: #t
grations, leaving the first term equal to unity. At ¢ = 0 and _r/2, therefore,
Eq. (24)reduces to the previous results for those particular points.
I
Carrying out the integrationsin Eq. (Z4)yields:
qb os_ + 48 . -_) sin"_ +
qb. o lr(372 - 8)
_sin2_ +_(_tan2_ ----_- - tan_)_
- coaZ_
Z-lZ
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i _I 2 -Ii Y = - X - x cOS x
Z
_r ._r x 2
Fig. 5 - Approximate Expression I - _x + I_ - I) Compared to Exact
_I 2 -IExpreslion - x - x cob x
Z-13
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cos4,_'4_- (2 -4_) sin2@ - - _-sin +2 tanz¢(_-¢) lane-l
L
+ (_-1)co.s_sin, ["L_2 (3(_-*)tan4,-3 tan34) +tan_
¢ ql>+ 2 ainE_ - 5 - ( - q_) lncos_ - _ (2 - _) _:_n24 - lncosx dx I 125)J
o
There relnains now only- the task of evaluati.ng the integral of the lncosx.
To accomplish this, lncosx is approximated as follows:
t a'-x 2 2
tncoex _ in(_.m) +Zx . _7"- 4 x (26)
,. _r 221r
This expression was obtained by matching the end point values and the first and
second derivat__ves at x = 0, and requiring the limit of the ratio of the two ex-
, pressions to approach unity as x ---;¢/2. Good agreement is shown in the
I comparison of the two expressions in Fig. 6. Performing the integral yields:
{ f Inc(,sx dx = /r '_(1 _ _)) ln(l ---Z _) +2 _1 ,Z _------r--_ -_• 2' _- r 7 ¢ + e - z ¢ _zT,r, 67r
()
Combining thi_ rcsuh with _kt . (251 yields the final result :or 0 < 4 < r/2: '
' !
. [ z i12-o_siva0 +i qb, o 7r(3rr2 8) Lf
1 stn20 + 3 rr _ - tan_)
"'8 8(_tanZ¢ " cos2_
- -{cosp ire - (_-9) sinZ¢ - e z Z;,
t,-
2-14
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Fig. 6 - Comparison of Approximate and Exact Expressions for Incosx
! 2-15
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i +zl tanZ¢ (_ _ ¢} tan¢ 1 + (_- 1) sin¢ 3(_ ¢) tan4¢ - 3 tan3_b +tan_b
i + 2 sinZ_ 5 (_ _) :ncos_ - : (: _) sin2_ +_- (1- _ ¢)In(l -_ _) +--It
1 ¢2+_r 4 3: -- -'--2- ¢ (z8)
Ir 61r
i
i For ir/Z < _ < _',Eq. (7) becomes
i.
t ab 1 S b a e-00
I qw _ Kn OQo
F/Z
I [ - ( - - -1 l Z¢, + 8 sin4¢, 4 sine 8 six-cos_ cos ran_tan¢,COS ¢, 3 ¢' 1 c.o_' 3 cos ,
_'Iz-0
I +cos_/12 _tanZ_tan¢, 1 cosZ¢,(¢' 3.__.L_ 1 _' 3 coq_
- +8 sin4_, 4"sine' - g sin3¢'/d4)' (Z9)
[ _/z-O
I where _= Ir 41 Comparing Eq (29) to Eq. (Z0) reveals the t_,o equations to
- , •
be identical except for the absence in _q. (29) of the first integral in Eq. (20),
and the substitution of It- _ for ¢. The results obtained for 0 < _ < Ir/2 can
be used, therefore, to obtain resu.'.tsfor Ir/Z < _ < Ir:
.
| qb,¢ = qb,_-_ _ cos(_'-4)) i30)
qb, o qb, o
Note that the resu]ts for ¢ > Ir/Z ignore the absence of scatterin s :.:
: the "shadowed" volume behind the sphere This is of no real consequence,
f
t
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however, since, as is shown in the following paragraph, the calculated back-
scatter flux rapidly decreases as ¢ increases beyond 7r/2.
The variation in backscatter flux with ¢_, as determined from Eqs. (17),
i (Z8) and (30), is given in tabular form in Table 1, and graphically in Fig. 7.
_ Table 1
VARIATION OF BACKSCATTER FLUX WITh ANGULAR DISPLACEMENT
: ON SPHERE (INTERACTION WITH AMBIENT ATMOSPHERE ONLY)
¢ qb/qb oqb/qb, o(deg) (deg)
I 5 .9963 95 .3049I0 .9857 I00 2655
15 .9689 105 2287
20 .9466 110 1945
I 25 .9193 115 1630
! 30 8877 120 1342
35 85?-2 125 1081
40 8134 130 08495 7717 5 6 6
50 7276 140 0474
l 55 6816 145 .U331
60 6341 1
5O
65 5856 155 .0130
70 5365 160 .0070
75 4875 165 .0030
80 .4391 170 .0009
85 .39Z0 175 .000_
, 90 .3471 I 180 -- 0--
i 1 !
i
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T
i
I
! Fig. 7 .. Variation of Backscatter Flux with Angular Displacerne ,:; c,z. !::,;.e-e
(Interaction with Ambient Atmosphere Only)
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Z.Z.3 Scattering Due to Collisions Between Outflow Molecules
It will be assumed for the moment that the contribution to the backscatter
flux due to collisions between individual outflow molecules is small compared
to that due to collisions with ambient atmospheric molecules. This assumption
will be shown later to be essentially true when outgassing alone is considered.
The truth of this assumption justifies the use of certain simplifying assumptions
in the derivation of the backflow due to self-scattering which would otherwise
be considered somewhat extreme, The assumptions will produce conservative
i results in that the calculated values will be greater than would be the case witk-
,¢
out the assumptions. In addition to the usual first-collision assumptions, i.t is
! assumed that the outflow molecules contained in an element of volume are corn-
!
posed of two groups, with the two groups traveling in opposite directions at
their mean thermal velocity. The collision rate per unit volume is determined
from the collisions between these two groups. In addition, it is assumed that
the scattered molecules resulting from these collisions flow outward from the
volume element with a spherically symmetrical directional distribution.
i Based on the above assumptions, the collision rate h per unit volume is
t
given by :
i. n FIe e L) (3i)
- Z " -Z- ° (g Oe_e
Ii where o is the cross section for collisions between outf:owing moleculese-e
Making use of Gqs. (3) and (10) yields:1
- 2 qw v
2
1 vw
Now, referring again to Fig. 3, the flux dqb of backscattercd n=ole,.ules f::o_.
collisions in volume element dV at P and crossing surface elern=nt dA at G "s
dq b _ ___cos_- ,2 (33)4_tr
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Using Eq. (32) and integrating over the entire half-space outward from dA at
a point Q on the sphere surface (refer again to Fig. 1) yields:
qb qw ae-e sin_b cos_ ' _b' dT'
, v t ( )w o 1 + 2 cos_'_'+?'2 2
+ 2 dT' +
o i +2 cos_'iz'+ 7 '2 )4 o (1+2cos_''_'+'_'2) 6 de (34)(
i
!
The grouping of parameters preceding the integral sign in Eq. (34) may be
considered an inverse Knudsen number characteristic of self-scattering:
t
i R -1
qw°e-e = Kn (35)
_ -- e-e
W
i
The integrals over _"in Eq. (34) are as follows:
[ ® '
( '-, )2- 2 3q_' 2 2 ' (36)
o I + 2 cos_ r +_"2 sin sin.
0 (1 +2 c°sq{_'+'_'Z) 4 - 16 sin 24 sin4¢ 16 sin6_' 6 sin26'i
I ; d_' 63 L _ 6? cos i 63 cos_
o (_+__o_0,_,+_,_)_- ' _n_'_'_ _n_°'-r_ _n'°*'
Zl cos 9 ,osc' t cos#.' (38)
160 sinG_ ' 80 sin40' _0 sinZ_ '
i
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Using Eqs. (36) through (38), Eq. (34) now becomes
,/z _:/z
qb Kn;1 e 1 ¢, cos_ de' - 7 sin-_'
i qw - - "2 - sin2¢ 'o o
i
5 5 cos _ ¢,
_' d¢'- ----' dd - -_ s , d
i + 8 sin6_ ' "_ sin3¢ ' sin
o o o
' c°s2¢' de'
__f /__o____',+ +' _ _+'-_.ssine' sin 0_' sin7¢ '
7 o o o
t /z ,r/z _r/2
af 0'_ f - J
t. - 0 sin '_ o sin5 ¢' 0 sin3 $'
I
Carrying out all of the integrals in Eq. (39) would be extremely laborious
the assumptions involved in the derivation of this equation,and, considering
rather unprofitable. For this reason, only the first term within the brackets
I in Eq. (34), and, hence, the first two terms in Eq. (39), will be retained in the
following development. Carrying out the integration of these terms yields
i q__b_b_. 4-zr Kn-I (40)
qw 4 e .-e
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Section 3
APPLICATION TO FKYLAB SPACECRAFT
A typical configuration of the Skylab spacecraft, with the Apollo Tale-
scope Mount (ATM), is shown in Fig. 8. A, equivalent size sphere would be
roughly 15 to 20 m in diameter. For purposes of this analysis, an equivalent
diameter of 20 m (or a radius of I0 m) is assumed.
i The operating altitude of the Skylab spacecraft is 435 kilometers. At
! this altitude, the ambient mean free path is 1.38 x 104m (Ref. 3), and the cir-
cular orbit velocity is 7640 m/sac. The spacecraft surface temperature will
I vary widely, ranging between about 235 and 380°K, depending upon position in
orbit and other parameters. Assuming a surface temperature of 300°K i_nd a
molecular weight of Z4, the most probable thermal velocity of the outflowing
molecules is 456 m/sac. Based on the above data, the a:mbient Knudsen number,
i Kn, is 691 and the speed ratio Sbis 16.7.
I The collision cross section (;e-0owill vary depending on the relative
velocity between the colliding particles. This variance is reflected in the
temperature variation of viscosity. For hard sphere molecules, the viscosity
t is proportional to the square root of _emperature and inversely proportional
to the cross section (Ref. 4). Conversely, the effective cross sectionmay be
t considered proportional to the square root of temperature and inversely pro-
portional to viscosity. This is expressed as follows:
I
ae. _ T e_m
--o_m = _-& / 1411
i
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i
Fig. 8 - Schematic of Typical Configuration of Skylab Spacecraft Showing
Approximate External Dimensions
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where -T is an effective temperature corresponding to the relative velocity
e-_
between colliding molecules, cr is the cross st, orion at a reference, tt'_pt'r_lturt'
! T*, and n is the exponent in the power-law variation of viscosity with temper-
-16 2 *
ature. Based on molecular data in Ref. 4, a value of 43.0 x 10 cm for
i #
! at temperature T = 300°K is assumed, and a value 0.8 for the exponent n.
-16 g
]_'rom atmospheric data in Ref. 3, a = 41.9 x 10 cm. The effective temper-
CO
I ature T can be defined in a number of ways all of which should be basede-o0
on a proportionality with the square of the relative velocity. We will define
i it as follows:
I M V z (4Z)
e-o0 3 R oog
where M is the average molecular weight of the colliding molecules and R g
is the universal gas constant. This expression is based on the mean-square
1 - is thusvelocity relationship to temperature for a Maxwellian gas. Te. _
found to be 50,200°K. Based on the above data, the cross section ratio (re.o0/
a is found to be 0.22.O3
t o0/a0 the
Using the values which were obtained for Kn, Sb and ae-
dimensionless factor defined by Eq.(lZ) is found to be 0.00665. This factor
may be considered an inverse Knudsen number Kn 1 = R/_ characteristic
I e -o0 e -a0of collisions between outflowing and ambient molecules. The characteristic , **
mean-free-path _ is seen to be much greater than the sphere radius, thus
I e-a0justi_fyin_ the assumption of nearly free molecular flow.
i Using the above results and Eq. (15), the backscatter flux at q_ =0, due
to interaction with the ambient atmosphere, is now found to be 0.003, or 0.3a/0,
of the outgas rate. If the collision cross section had been considered constan:
and unaffected by the relative velocity, the cross section ratio (re.00/cr _ =
cr = 1.13, and the resulting backscatter flux would be 1.5% of the outgas rate.
O0
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From Eqs. (35) and (40) it is seen that the fractional intensity of back-
flow due to self-scattering is dependent on the outgas rate. First, assume
an outgas rate based on an estimated 30 kg/day total weight loss rate for the
Skylab spacecraft. Based on the I0 m radius for the equivalent sphere, this
amounts to an outgas rate of 2.77 x 10-8 g/cm 2/see. Recall that this quantity
includes waste dumps, attitude control reaction motor firings, etc.,in addition
to outgassing. This assumed value is actually about three order._ of magnitude
greater than that which could be expected for simple outgassing.
-I
From Eq.(35), the inverse Knudsen number Kn for self-scatteringe-e
is found to be 1.39. The characteristic mean-free-path, therefore, is about
0.67 of the sphere radius. This mean-free-path value is of marginally satis-
factory magnitude for the first-collision assumptions used in the analysis.
From Eq. (40), the backscatter flux due to self-scattering is found to be 0.30,
or 300 , of the outgas rate. This value is quite large, and, in view of the
i lumping together of SUCh contributions as waste dumps and reaction motorfirings, the question arises as to the validity of the results.
Waste dumps and reaction motor firings occur itermittently and at
rather high instantaneous pressures compared to the average, assuming a
f continuous The flow therefore, is muchdischarge. regime, actually more
nearly continuum than free molecular, and the mass !or" ret--r_xing to the
I vehicle is more likely due to direct jet impingeme::t thai: t_ .:ltermoiecuiar
collisions.
A typical outgas ra_e for spacecraft materials is 3.? x 10 "ll g/cruZ/see
for BBRG "one" paint, z it dried (Ref. 5). For tMs out,as rate, and still!
assun, ing M :24, Knle_e-is 2.4x I0-3, The mean-/r_t.-path is now about-100
times the sphere radius. This is well within the nearly free mole(ular flow
i regime. From Eq. (40) the backscatter flux dtle to self-scatterir_g is found to
be 0.0005, or 0.05°_0, of the outga_; rate.
3-,i
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Section 4
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The derivation of equations in this study is fairly rigorous for back-
flow due to interaction with _he ambient atmosphere. Some rather extreme
simplifying assumptions were made, however, for the case of self-scattering.
When outgassing alone is considered, the contribution to back_flow due to self-
scattering is found to be fairly small, about an order of magnitude small Jr
than that due to interaction with the ambient atmosphere. The rather extreme
simplifying assumptions for self- _,cattering,therefore, are found to be justified.
Whe_} ,_11 forms of _lass flow from the spacecraft, including waste dumps,
reaction motor firings, etc., are averaged together into a single continuous out-
; flow rate, the density of this averaged outflow is suffi.ciently high that self-
t, scattering is found '._) far overshadow interactions with the ambient atmosphere.
Tht, simplifications made in the analysis of self-scattering, therefore, greatly
l reduce the accuracy of the calculated backflo_. Also, as was pointed out in the
preceding section, the primary mode of backflow onto the spacecraft from waste
dumps and reaction motor firings is probably direct jet impingement rather than
inte rmolecular collisions.
t
Ccmsidering outgassing alone, only a smail fraction, 1½°/c.a_ most, of the
out,as products return to the spacecraft as a resuit of intermolecular collisions.
t For sorer. ¢_ut,_as products, even this small amoux-t may signi.ficant[y colltam[nate
sl_nsitivt, experiment packages. Considering the total outilow (waste dumps, r,:-
a¢.titm l_,_t,)t, t'irings, ¢:tc,), a ralh,.'r lar_." fraction, about 30°,/0, was estimatL:d
to return to the spacecraft. This is certainly a significant quantity; however
questions of accuracy of the analysis, and even i_s applicability to waste dumps
and jets, shoL,ld be considered in evaluating the results.
?
!
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FOREWORD
This document presents results of an analysis oi particle
cloud buildup due to waste dumping from orbiting spacecraft,
Contract NAS8-Z6554, performed by Huntsville Research &
Engineering Center, Lockheed Missiles & Space Company,
Inc., for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
George C_ Marshall Space Flight Center, Alabama. The MSFC
technical monitor for the contract is E.E. Klingman, S&E-SSL-
PM.
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Section 1
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
The expulsion of liquid wastes from an orbiting spacecraft results in
the buildup of a cloud of ice particles which orbit about the central body
| (earth, moon, etc.) in much the same fashion as the spacecraft from which
i they were ejected. In fact, the trajectories of these particles may be notfar removed from the orbit of the spacecraft, and some particles may even
return to the spacecraft where the orbits intersect. There are two primary
I areas of concern about this cloud. One is the possibility of interference
with optical experiments by light scattering and attenuation, and the other
is the contamination of the spacecraft by those particles which eventually
return to the spacecraft and stick or condense on it.
To provide an indication of the rate of mass flow return to the space-
i' craft, and the mass distribution of the particle cloud, a theoretical analysis
i was performed for the case of a spherical spacecraft in a circular orbit
ejecting mass uniformly in all directions at a constant rate. The expulsion
I_ velocity was assumed identical for all particles. It was found that, neglect-
ing aerodynamic drag, the rate of return to the Skylab spacecraft is of the
" order of the outgas rate of atypica" "spacecraft material. Aerodynamic drag f
was found to eliminate the possibility of return flow altogether for Skylab.
" The optical properties of the particle cloud were found to be not substantially
more than that predicted for an isotropic source with t.=e ,,ame expulsion rate.
l Some intensification was found in directions along the sp:- "ecraft orbit.
I
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i Section 2
DERIVATION OF EQUATIONS
L
2.1 PARTICLE ORBITS
I
| The orbital motion of the ejected particles is determined in the follow-
ing analysis by utilizing small perturbation theory as outlined in Ref. I. Theparticle orbits are derived as perturbations from the circular orbit of the
spacecraft. Spherical polar coordinates r, @ and ¢ are used, where r is the
i radial distance from the cent,:r of the spacecraft orbit, O is tile angular dis-
placement in the plane of the spacecraft orbit, and _ is the angular displace-
[ ment away from the spacecraft orbit plane. The coordinate system is illustrated
in Fig. 1. Note that _ is defined here somewhat dlffer-.,,tly than is customar;
[i with polar coordinates.
The differential equations for the orbits are
F D
2__2 r_2+_ + r"; - r cos - - 0 (I)m v
1 r
F D
r s¢ +--- = 0 (z)
co
m v ,_
_"+ 2 r _ + _Z sin¢ COS¢ +-- = 0 {3)
r m v
where kt = _'M, with y the gravitational constant and M the mass oI the central
body, F D is the aerodynamic drag for,:e, mis the particle mass and/
I
! z z__z r2_z)I/zv = (r2+r cos +
g
d
is the instantaneous velocity.
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[ _
Spacecraft Orbit #Direction !
[
Fig. 1 - Illustration of Coordinate System Used in Orbit Analysis
I
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Taking small perturbations of Eqs. (1) and (Z) about the circular spacecraft
orbit yields:
v o
6r +m--'_'-FD 6"r - 3 _6r - Z Vo 6"0 = 0 (4)
i O rO
v F D
Z°gr+r 0 (s)
r 0 o m
where the zero refers to the orbit, and 6 denotessubscript spacecraft
a
perturbation from the spacecraft orbit. Note that v and r are constanto o
I for circular orbits. Equation (3) requires no small perturbation analysis
since the angle ¢ is itself a small perturbation from the spacecraft orbit
[ 0,
The solution of the differential equations (Eqs.(3) to (5))will require
that initial values be known at the time of particle expulsion from the space-
craft (t = 0). These initial values are listed as follows:
!
1- V COS_ . _t sin_ sin_
= e 6"rt= 0 =v sin_ cost], _t=O = e (6)6rt= 0 O, 6et=O = r ' e r
[ o o
where v is the expulsion velocity and _ and r/ are spherical polar angles
e
i describing the direction of expulsion from the spacecraft. The angles _ and :
17are defined in Fig. 2, and the initial values are shown in their relationship
to _ and 17.
Equation (5) may be integrated to yield:
Z _(6r- 6rt= 0) +r ° (6"0- 60t= 0) +--FDt = 0 (7)
r0 iYl
With the appropriate initial values, Eq. (7) becomes:
l
v F
2 _ 6r + r 6"0 - v cos_ + D t = 0 (8)
I r 0 0 e m
Z-3
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I
J Toward Central Body
I ro 6"et:
I
Fig. 2 - Relationship of InitialValues to Expulsion Direction
!
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1
Equations (4) and (8) are now combined to eliminate 60:
1 z
F D v v v F D v"" O O e o
6r + _ 6"r + -_ 6r = 2--r cos _- 2 _m r t (9)
i o om v° ro
Equation (9) is a rather simple linear nonhomogeneous equation with constant
coefficients which can be solved with littledifficulty. Before finding the
solution, however, the order of magnitude of the terms in the equation will
]- be estimated. The following is a list of order of magnitude estimates
i which we will use in this analysis.
6r ~ v T , 6"r _- v , 6r-_ Ve/T °
e o e
d 3 (10)
[ "ZD~ P vZo4, m.-.Pp p
where p_ is the atmospheric density at orbit altitude, pp is the mass density
of the particle, d is the effective particle diameter and T = 27r r /v , thep o o o
I" spacecraft orbit period.
For the 435 km altitude orbit corresponding to the Skylab spacecraft,
Poo is approximately 3 86 x 10-12 kg/m 3 is 6 8 x 106m and v is- " ' ro " o
| 7640 m/sec. The effective particle diameter is estimated from a force bal-
l_ ance between surface tension and vapor pressure forces in a water droplet
i in vacuum.
d = 4.T/p v (11)P
Z-5
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1
I where z is surface tension and Pv is vapor pressure. For water near the
fret,zing temp_,rature, i"and Pv art,approximatc'ly 75 dynt,s/cm and 6660
i. dyne's/on1 (SIlln] [[g), rt, sp_'ctiv(,ly. The' dian_t,tvr dp is thus found to bc
about 0.450 ram.
{
The expulsion velocity v is probably of the order of 10 m/see, cor-e
responding to a differential pressure of about 7000 kg/m 2 (_- I0 psi). The
- particle density p for water droplets is, of course, 103 kg/m 3.P
i Based on the above results, the order of magnitude of the terms in
Eq. (9) are determined and listed as follows:
l
First term _ Ve/T °
[
Secondterm ~ (p_/pp)(ro/dp)(Ve/To)~ 10-4(Ve/To)
Third term "_ Ve/T °
I Fourth t_,rm -" v /T(' o
(Poo/Pp)( _
Fifth term _ - (t/To)(Ve/T o)
(Ve/Vo)
[
-_ 10-1 (t/To)(Ve/To)
!
Tb_ _ first, third and fourth terms are seen to be of about the same order of
magnitude. The second term is clearly negligible compared to the others.
The fifth term becomes significant after a few orbit periods and progressivtly
increases in magnitude thereafter. Actually, particle sizes can extend down to
the micron range, thus increasing the relat_ e order of magnitude of the second
term. Even for a half micron size particle, however, the factor is about 0.1,with the result tha_ the second term may still be safely neglected.
Z-6
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Neglecting the second term, Eq.(9) is solved to yield:
[ o) sin (2_ t/To )6r = (sin _ cos _ + I FDT
ro(Ve/Vo) _ m ve
FD TO
+2 cos _[I- cos (Z;ft/To)] - 2 --my (t/To) (12)
[ °
or
[
67"= (sin _ cos _ + a/_,)sin (2=T)
l
+ z cos_ [1 -cos(z=7)]-2_ (13)
[
where the tilde denotes normalization of 6r to the characteristic dimension
I r (Ve/Vo), and t to the orbit period T . The aerodynamic drag parametero o
a zs given by
F o T o
• a - m v (14) i
e[
Neglecting a, the varg.ation in particle orbit radius from the space-
craft orbit is illustrated in Fig. 3. For _ = 0, the particle orbit is tangent
to the spacecraft orbit at the point corresponding to t = 0, 1, Z .... For
_} : 0 and _ _/ 0, the particle orbit crosses the spacecraft orbit at thatpoint and some other point depending on the value of _. For _ = lr/2, the
other point is at _ = 1/2, 3/Z, 5/2,... For T] _/ 0, the projection of the
particle orbit on the spacecraft orbit plane behaves in the same manner as
for r] : 0. The effect of a is to continuously decrease the particle orbit
radius.
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Equation (12) may now be combined with Eq. (8) to yield
v cos _ FDt v
6"0 =-3 e .. + 3 mr 3 F--r (sin_ :os_ + a/,v)sin(g_t/T o)
o o o
v
+ 4 me cos [. cos(grt/T o) (15)I"
0
which is _hen integrated and nondimensionalized to yield the final result for
the variation of 50:
60/(%/v o) : -6_ (cos_)_+ 3,aY z
z lsin_ _,,_J + c_,"_) [ 1 - cos(Z_')] + 4 co_ _ sin (Z_Y)
[
(16) ,_
Again neglecting a, particles ejected ahead of the spacecraft ( _ < _r/Z) areI 'seen to recede behind the spacecraft, and particles ejected behind the space- ?
craft (_ 2 _r/2) are seen to advance ahead of the spacecraft. Particles ejected
the (_ /2) and _/ lr/2 are seen tonormally
to spacecraft trajectory # +__
advance and recede over the orbit period, so that 60 =0 at the end of orbit
periods, For _ = _/2 and _ = +_ lr/2, 60 remains constant at zero,
The variation in _ is found from the solution of the differentlal equation,Eq. (3). This equation is nonlinear in form, however, and cannot be readily
solved. Before a solution is attempted, the order of magnitude of _he :e::.ns
in the equation will be e_;timated to determine if the equation can be realistic-
ally simplified to a more tractable form. The following is a list of order of
magnitude estimates to be used in estimating the order of magnitude of the
various terms:
e
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-_ ._e, ... _._._e_ , cb _ _ T o, r "-- v (17)r r 3 ' r e
O O O O
!.
Also, the following near-equalities will be assumed:
t- v
! v-: - • - o 4-4 4~ (4 1) (Is)r = r , @ = --, sin = , cos = 1 <<
VO' O r
0
Using these estimates, the order of magnitude of the terms in Eq. (3) are
determined and listed as follows:
First term"- '----L--_-- (V_o/_
r° To o
2
O
l "o +o)v T v eThird term "- v° • 1r o T_
O
i 2
Fourth term _.- e ... a v--_e T2
m v° ro v° o
" The first and third terms are seen to be about the same order of magnitude. _t
The seoond term differs by the factor Ve/V o, and the fourth term differs by
i c_ (v /v ). Previous re:sults show v,/v -,- 10 -3 and a ~ 10 -1 The second
t' O 2 O
and tourthterms, _herefore, will be neglected. Taking into account the near-
equalities of Eqs. (18) and dropping the second and fourth terms, Eq. (3) be-
comes:
.. (v° ro)z/ _ =0 (19)
With the initialvalues in Eq. (6L the solution of Eq. (19) becomes:
I
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I ¢/(ve/vo) sin , in sin(z T') (2o)
i
t
Equation (20) reveals that particles ejected from the spacecraft in a direc-
tion out of the spacecraft orbit plane will swing back and forth across theorbit plane, crossing the plane at times corresponding to half and whole
values of orbit periods (t =n/2, n = 1, 2, . . . ).i
Z.2 RETURN MASS FLOW RATE
i
i
Reviewing the results of the preceding section, neglecting a, the par-
ticle position was found to coincide with the spacecraft position at the end!
of whole orbit periods when { = ;r/2 and at the end of half orbit periods when
I both _ = _/2 and _ =+ 7r/2. Therefore, particles ejected within two small
solid angle regions about _ = Ir/2 and _ = +___/2 will collide with a finite
i- diarneter spacecraft at the end of a tlalf orbit period, and particles ,_jected
[. with.'b_ a small range of _ about Ir/Z (for all _) will collide with the space-
craft at the end oI a whole orbit pL_riod, In the following paragraphs, the¢.
range of _ and _ for w,lich collisions occur are found, and the resulting
return mass flow rate is determined.
1
The distance d of the particle from the spacecraft is given by (for
" d/r ° << I):
! d/r° = [(6r/r°)2 + 6@2+ ¢2iI''2 (Zl)
By setting d equal to the spacecraft radius R (assumed spherical) at the times
I of clcsest approach (t" = I/2 a:_d I), the limiting range of _ and _ for particle
collisions with the spacecraft can be determined.
For _ = I/Z, we obtain the following expression:
R=l(16+ 9TZ)cosZ_+Z4T s!.n_ cos_ cost)
Z-I:
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2 2/16 _ 16/ 2)j+ 16 sin 2 _ cos )7 - (b - 97r
111zi +[(_6 + 9_2/2)cos _- (32/_ -6_)sin _ cos_ ]a (22)
).
For the Skylab spacecraft, an effective radius R of about I0 m may be
i assumed. Using the values of r o, v and v given in the preceding section,! e o -3
! the left side of Eq. (22) takes on the value 1.12 x i0 . This rec_lires that,
for Eq. (22) to be satisfied, the square root of e_ch term under the radical
i be no greater than the order 10 -3 Since G is of order 10 "1 for the Skylab
spacecraft, this implies that no particle collisions can occur. Neglecting
t aerodynamic drag (a = 0), we find that cos cos ;1 10 =3, or r /2
and q _-+_ =/2 in accordance with our previous findings. Equation (22) may
' now be simplified by changing variables and using appropriate approximations
a s follow s:
I (16+ 9_2)A 2 +24 A t A + 16A2=R 2 (23)
I where A[. = _/2 - _ and A)I =+ 7r/2 - 0. Equation (23) is seen to be the
equation of very small ellipses about _ = =/2 and 0 = + r/2 on a unit radius
sphere. The solid angle enclosed by these eIlipses is simply their area,
From analytic geometry, the axis of the ellipse is seen to be rotated from the
A 0 axis by an angle 9 given by
O = (1/2) t.an -1 (8/3 r, ) = 20.17 ° (24)
I and the two semi-axes a and b are given by
i
R
a = I 2) cos28+ sinZoll/2i (16+ 97r 247r sin 0 cos O+ 16
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: 0.09 IVR (Z5)
I and
b- Z) sinZ0- 24= sinOcos@+ 16cos281 1/2
I I(16+ 9_
= 0.463 R (Z6)
i The area and, hence, the solid angle _ is
_ = = a b (Z7)
[ which, for the two ellipses, amounts to a fraction f of the total solid angle
given by
}i f =Z=ab/(4_)= (l,/Z)ab
• [ z
Using the value of R found in a preceding paragraph, this fraction is found
to be Z.66 x 10 "8, which is the fraction of mass flowing from the spacecraft
I which will return a half or'fit period later.
For _" = 1, the distance expression (l_.q. (21)) becomes
{ Z Z + (9 Z aZ_ Z }I/2{_ R = 36= cos _ + 4) 36_ _cos[
{ )Z Z Z}I/Z! = (6= cos[_ - a + (9= + 3)a tZ9)
I
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i As was the case for _ = I/Z, the expression cannot be satisfied for the aero-
dynamic drag anticipated for the Skylab orbit, and, hence, no particle colli-
sions are possible. Neglecting aerodynamic drag, we find that cos_ _ 10 -3
or _ _ _/Z, again in accordance with our previous findings. With the ap-
propriate simplifications, Eq. (Z9) yields
I A _ : +R/6_ (30)
i The solid angle enclosed by +A _ is found by integrating as follows:
[ t° =4rrf0 c°sA_dA _ =4_r sinA_ 47r_
i _-(z/3) (31)
1 The fraction i of the total solid angle is
f = R/6_ (3Z)
I For the Skylab spacecraft, this fractionis found to be 5.94 x 10-5 which is
greater than the fraction for _ = I/Z by a factor of about 2000. Due to the
!i relative insignificance of the return flow for _' = 1/Z compared..to that for
_ = 1, and since this fraction is included within the fraction for t = 1 anyway,
_ we will consider only the fraction for "{= 1 in our analyses for return massflow rate. The return mass flow rate rh can now be calculated from
r
{n = R th/61r (33)
r
Z.3 DENSITY FIELD ANALYSIS
I From the particle orbit equations derived in Section Z.1, the density
" field of particles ejected from the spacecraft over a period of time can be
t
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determined. The density p at a point P and after a time t is found by carry-
ing out the following integration:
! t
= Lim _-_ rn , dc0dt (34)
i PP, t 5V--* 0 r/,to 41¢
] where rr_ is the rate of mass expulsion from the spacecraft and f d_ is the
fraction of this mass which is expelled during time interval dt' within the
! solid angle dw at _ and 7/, and which is contained within the volume element
!
6V at point P after a tim, _ t. This expression includes in the density calcu-
i lation mass that is moving away from the spacecraft for the first time afterhaving been ejected, and mass that may have been trapped within the particle
cloud for some time. For two reasons, our primary concern in these calcu-
la_ions is with the latter portion of mass. First, it is easy enough to calculate
the density field for the source-like flow of mass moving away fromthe space-
craft for the first time. Second, the singular nature of the density field near
the source renders any numerical calculations meaningless where large volume
elements are used. It will be shown later that, for light scattering purposes,
the bulk of the density field of an isotropic source lies within a few source radii.
For these reasons, we will not include in the numerical calculations that por-
t lion of mass in the source-like flow period of time. For a complete density
field calculation, the source-flow density, which can be easily calculated by
other means, can be added to the trapped particle density calculations. Since i
the point at which the source-like flow may be considered terminated is some-
I what arbitrary, we will choose a perioa of time in orbit of 0.3 of an orbit period
(q:0.3) at which to begin our calculations. From Eq. (25), particles ejected
i out-of-plane reach the maximum out-of-plane displacement at t = 0.25.
From Eqs.(13), (16) and (20) the maximum range of a particle in its orb-t
(neglecting orbit decay) is given by:
t
! v
, {61"_ = 4-4 _ (35)
\to! -- V O
i max
I
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Ve (36)68max = +6_ v m_x
o
V
¢max = +-- (37)
I __ V O
I where_rnax is the maximum number of orbit periods under consideration.
The 6r and _ ranges are divided into ZN equal increments and the 68 range
i into 2N tma x increments to form volume elements of si_e:
v v v
-- t r FVe/Vo) r 3r 121r Vo Vo
I
The number of 60 increments is made proportional to the number of orbitsbecause the orbit range is proportional toy . This keeps the volumema x max
element size the same regardless of the number of orbit periods to be con-
. sidered.
i Next, the total solid angle (4_r steradians) about the spacecraft zs
divided into nearly equal elements. This is accomplished b7 first dividing
the _ from 0 to 7r into 2M equal increments A_. Then, depending on
range
the A_ increment, the 17 range from 0 to 2_r is divided into the appropriate
number of increments such that the solid angle element A_0 enclosed by A_
and A)7 is about the same for each A_ increment. This is illustrated in Fig. 4.
The solid angle element Au ° between _ = 0 and [., = A_ is!
Awo = 21r (1- cosAr_) (39)
I This conical-shaped element is not further divided into increments of r/ butis taken as the basis for dividing the 7) range for the other elements. The
fraction _- of the total solid angle included in Aw ° isi o
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Fig. 4 - Division of Total Solid Angle about Spacecraft into
Approximately Equal Size Elements
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i AWo 1
C_o - 47r = _ (1 - cosA_) (40)
The solid angle A_ iincluded between _ = [ A_ and _ = (i + I)A_ is
i
This element is further divided into Mr/i equal increments of r/ such that the
t resulting elements Awi are about the same size as At0 o. Dividing Af_ i by
Mr/" and equating toAw ° yields to the nearest integer:
1
l
For most pracLical values of A_, Mr/i values are found to increase with i
l in the sequence 3, 5,7 .... for the first few values of i. The fraction _i of
the total solid angle included in Awi is
l At0.
1 _ cos(iA_) - cos[(i+l)A___ (43)
_i - 47r 2 Mr/.1
Recall that these values of _i should be close to _=_o"
Finally, using Eqs. (13), (16} and (Z0), an amount of mass equal to
n_At c__ is considered to be ejected from the spacecraft at an instant of time,t
and a determination is made as to the volume element in which the mass of
particles is contained at later times. This is equivalent to solving Eq. (34)
in the following fashion:
N t 2M Mr/i
rh At
nt=l i=l j=l
I
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I where i and j refer to the _ and 7} increments, respectively; i', j and k'
refer to the volume element corresponding to the 6r, 60 and ¢ increments,
i respectively; n t refers to the time step; and C. = 1 or 0 dependingj i' j'k' n t
{ on whether the mass of particles from the ij solid angle element is or is not,
I i'fk'{ respectively, in the volume element after a time interval nt At + 0.3 T o.
(Recall that the time steps begin at "[= 0.5.) Including the expression for AV
i from Eq. (38), and normalizing At to the orbit period To, yields:
i
For convenience, we normalize the local density to an average density p for
] mass ejected during a single orbit period and over the maximum range of
I
particles during a single orbit period.
n_To o
D = = (46)V V V V
1 ( )( ) (  8 _ r° IZ_r v o v°Vo 0 0
The final result for the normalized density expression is now
N t ZM Mr/i
" Pi'j/kINt N 3 (47)
I P_i'j'k'Nt = p - 8 A_" E Z Z c_i Ciji'j'k'nt
nt=l i=l j=l
l
A computation procedure based on Eq. (47) was programmed for the
NASA-MSFC Univac 1108 digital computer system. Alisting of this program
is given in the Appendix.
Z.4 COLUMN DENSITIES
I The parameter of interest in light scattering by the p,_r*i,.? _ cloud is the
colunm density along a line of sight. This parametc: is determined as follows:
Z-19 _'
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i
N = / p(s) ds (48)C
F
where N is the column density and the integration is taken along the line ofc
i sight F. In the present study, the line of sight will originate at the spacecraft
and extend out in some direction of interest beyond the outer extent of the
particle cloud. We will compare the calculated column densities for theparticle cloud with a theoretical column density N' for an isotropic sphericalc
source of radius R. This theoretical column density is given by
' f r_ dr - rn
N = J 2 4_. R v (49)
. c 4_ r v e[ R e
i where r is the radial distance out from the center of the source. Note from
Eq. (i9) that the value of the integrand continuously decreases and approaches
l" zero as r increases. There should be some characteristic distance R' outI
from the source, therefore, within which is contained tbe bulk of the integral
value. By integrating out to the limit R'and requiring the integral value to be
- some fraction, say 0.9, of the total integral, we deLermine that 90% of the
colurrm density value for an isotropic source is contained within a distance
of 10 source radi!t.
i in Eq. (48) to the isotropic sourceNormalizing the column density N c 4
column density N' in Eq. (49), and normalizing the source radius R and thec
distance s alorg the line of sight to the characteristic length (Ve/V o)r foro
the par)icle cloud, we change Eq. (48) to the following form:
I
" f d7 (50)
i c
i
[ where the tilde denotes normalized values. Equation (50) may be integrated
numerically along a line of sight originating at the spacecraft location and
[
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" extending in any direction. The computer program listed in the appendix
performs the integration in six different directions, i.e., in the positive and
negative r, 0 and _ directions away from the spacecraft. The integration
procedure uses the trapezoidal formula with the step sizes identical to that
l used in forming volume elements for the density field analysis.
1
I
1
1
I
[
!
, \
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. Section 3
RESULTS
T
i
3. t RETURN MASS ]{'LOW RATE
The return mass flow rate to the Skylab spacecraft was estimated based
on the parameters determined in Section 2.2 and on an estimated total weight
loss rate of 30 kg/'day. Neglecting aerodynamic drag, the return mass flow
-8
rate is determined from Eq. (33) to be approximately Zx 10 kg/sec. (Recall
l that the predicted effect of aerodynamic drag is to prevent mass return to the
Skylab.) Based on the 10 m effective radius, this is equivalent to a flux of
about 0.7 x I0-II g/cm2/sec. A typical outgas rate for spacecraft materialsis 4x I0"II g/cm2/sec for BBRC "one" paint, air-dried {Ref. 2). The pre-
dicted return mass flow rate is seen to be of the same order of magnitude as
I this outgas rate.
I 3.2 PARTICLE CLOUD DENSITY FIELD
I The computer program based on Eq. (47) was used to calculate the norm- "_alized particle density field about an orbiting spacecraft for durations in orbit i
up to I0 orbit periods. The dimensionless character of the results makes them
l applicable to arbitrary conditions of mass expulsion rate and orbital parameters. { i
Calculations were made for zero aerodynamic drag and for drag conditions cor-
I responding anticipated droplets expelled Skylab space- i
to that for water from the
craft. A particle orbit decay parameter a value of 0.461 was used where drag
I was considered, Equation (14) was used to calculate a, with the drag force F D
calc.latrd using a drag force coeffici_'ntC D of 2.2, and with the particle diameter,
atn_ospheric density, etc., the same as those used in Section 2.
Results of the density field calculations are shown in Figs. 5 through 12
/or a time in orbit up to I0 orbit periods. The position coordinates are appro-
priatt:lynormalized for arbitrary applicability to various expulsion velocities[
!
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Fig, 10 - Particle Cloud Density Distribution in In-Plane Angular
I Direction as a Function of Time in Orbit (Aerodynamic
Drag Included)
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i a = 0.461, T = 10.0
i 3 - Spacec
raft location
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Fig. IZ - Approximate Outline of Particle Cloud Projected
onto the Spacecx'aft Orbit Plane (AerodynamicDrag Included)
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, aad spacecraft orbit parameters. The mesh parameters used in these calcu-
lations were M=I0 and N= 5, and the time step At was 0.01. Recall that
i these calculations do not include particles in the source-flow phase of their
trajectories (moving away from the spacecraft for the first time after having
! been ejected). The density field for an isotropic source is shown separately
on the figures for comparison with the calculated results. The total density
in the particle cloud is the sum of the two densities.
; The data points in Figs. 5 through 8 did not show very much scatter,
l_ and so were simply connected by straight lines to display the overall trend.
In Figs. 9 and 10, however, considerable scatter is present, and the trends
are indicated by coarsly fairing the data using straight-line segments. This
scatter in the data is evidently the result of numerical error stemming from
the finite coarseness of the mesh and the finite time steps. By experimenting
with the mesh and time step sizes, it was found that the scatter could be re-
duced. The computational costs increased, however, to the point that the
increased accuracy was not economically justified. And, even with the data
I scatter, the overall trends seem quite clear and reasonable.
Figures 5 and 6 show that the density distribution in the radial direction
I (St) maximizes and reaches an equilibrium after about six orbit periods for both
the zero drag and finite drag cases. Aerodynamic drag is shown in Fig. 6 to
shift the distribution toward the central body (-Sr direction). _
J
I The density distribution in the out-of-plane (_) direction is shown in
Figs. 7 and 8. Symmetry in the @ direction is shown to be unaffected by aerody-
namic drag. The density level, however, is seen to be shifted down and smoothed
out somewhat by the effects of drag. The downward shift at the spacecraft
, location is due to the overall shift of the cloud in the negative radial direction
l (Fig. 6). The slight peaking toward the edge shown in Fig. 7 is probably a corn o
putational a_omaly caused by the finite grid mesh and time step.
t
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" The zero drag density distribution along the spacecraft orbit (60
direction) is shown in Fig. 9 to maximize and reach an equilibrium at the
, spacecraft location; however, the extent of the distribution continues to ex-
pand in the positive and negative 50 directions. These observations are in
accord with the behavior of tbe particle orbit equations. The effect of drag,
as seen in Fig. 10, is to cause an equilibrium to be reached in the expansion
i of the cloud the spacecraft orbit. Actually, the cloud will continue toalong
expand, but it will simply spiral inward toward the central body and away
} from the spacecraft orbit.
i The particle cloud shape was found to be symmetrical in the out-of-plane,
, $, direction at all points ahead of and behind the spacecraft on the spacecraft
orbit. As shown in Fig. II for zero drag, however, the shape is skewed with
respect to the radial direction. Ahead of the spacecraft, the cloud shifts in-
ward in the negative radi9l direction, while behind the spacecraft, the cloud
shifts outward. Based on Eqs. (35) through (37), the particle cloud about the
Skylab spacecraft (for zero drag) is found to extend, on both sides of the space-
I craft, 35.6 km in the radial direction, 8.9 km in the out-of-plane direction and,
after 10 orbits, 1680kin along the spacecraft orbit. In the absence of drag, the
particle cloud would extend completely around the orbit and begin to overlap atthe spacecraft location after 2-55 orbit periods.
A portion of the cloud shape for the case of aerodynamic drag is shown ,
in Fig. 12-. Calculations were not made beyond the lower extent shown.
3.3 COLUMN DENSITIES
Calculated values of column densities, normalized to the theoretical
isotropic source value, are shown in Figs. 13 and 14. A value of R= l.lZ x
10 -3 is used which is based on the Skylab spacecraft. These results are for
lines of sight originatiag at the spacecraft location and extending in both dire,:-
tions along the r, 0 and ¢ axes. The curvature of the orbit is not taken into
}
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a = 0.0, R = 1.12 x 10 "3
I
0.3
I r== 90°i
.. , x I0-2 I}=0 & 180°
i (+6r a_:s)L
i _ = 0 & 180 °
(+ 60 axis)
u 0.?._Z
_J
x I0-2 _ = 90°
r/= 90 & 270°
o [ (+ _ axis)
_)
° /Z
[
[ o i I
[ 0 5 10
! I Normalized Time in Orbit. _"
i Fig. 13 - Time Variation of Colurr,nDensity Along T_,ree Axe_(Aerodynamic Drag Neglected)
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(- 6r axis)
!
' 0.4--
I a = 0.461, R = I.IZ x 10-3
I o I I
0 5 I0
Normalized Time in Orbit, _"
I Fig. 14 - Time Variation of Column Density Along Three Axes
(Aerodynamic Drag IncludedJ
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I
account in these calculations. Also, the calculated column density values
are based on the previously discussed cloud density calculations which do not
I include particles in the source flow portion of their trajectories.
t Figure 13 shows that the zero drag column densities in the radial and
out-of-plane directions (r and _b) reach an equilibrium after about five orbits.
I The equilibrium values are seen to be of the order of 10 -3 of the theoretical
iso,'ropic source value. The column density in the direction along the orbit
(0) continues to increase as the cloud expands along the orbit. The curvature
of the orbit, however, which is not taken into account in these calculations,
will eventually bring about an equilibrium value in this direction also. For
the Skylab spacecraft, the maximum line of sight distance, based on the cloud
dimensions, is found to be about Z000km. Using the maximum /3 value of
i 27.5 in Figs. 5,7 and 9 as the average along the line of sight, Eq. (50) yields
an estimated maximum normalized column density N of about 0.9. The actualc
I value is certainly somewhat less than this estimation.
When drag is considered, the calculated column densities in all direc-tions reach an equilibrium after about five orbits. These values are all seen
l to be of the order of 10 -Z to 10 -3 of the theoretical isotropic source value.
The results of the column density calculations show that the buildup of
I the particle cloud in orbit does not significantly affect column densitie_ and,
hence, light scattering andattentuation effects about the spacecraft. As pointed
i out in Section Z.4, the bulk of the column density for an isotropic source is con-
centrated within a few source radii, and the trapped particle cloud adds very
little to that. For the case of zero drag, the trapped particle cloud effects are
seen only within a narrow range in directions along the spacecraft orbit.
!
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i Section 4
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The results of this study effort show that a particle clot'.d does indeed
1 build up about an orbiting spacecraft due to waste dumping, and a small fraction
t
of this mass may return to the spacecraft after times corresponding to one half
i and one orbit period. The estimated return rate to the Skylab spacecraft, neg-lecting aerodyna_nic drag, was found to be of the same order as the outgas rate
of a typical spacecraft material. When drag was considered, however, the
particle orbits were found to decay away from the spacecraft orbit such that
no collisions with the spacecraft were possible.
i
The trapped particle cloud was found to contribute very litt!e to
I light scattering and attenuation effects, as predicted by calculated column
densities, when compared with the source flow region near the spacecraft.
I The bulk of the column density along a line of sight originating at the space-
. craft is concentrated within a few spacecraft radii. Some intensification of
these effects, h:)wever, is found in directions :-.long the spacecraft orbit.
The analysis reported herein utilized certain simplifying assumptions,
such uniform distribution of sizes and velocities, aparticle expulsion
as a
constant and uniform expulsion rate and spherical symmetry in the directiol,
of expulsion. Moreover, the particles were not considered to evaporate or
otherwise be altered over a period of time. Future effort in this area should
include removing some of the restraints in these assumptions and possit)lyconsidering the long-term interaction and thermal equilibrium of these par-
ticles with the ambient atmosphere.!
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I
The compu*.er program used in the particle cloud aualysis is listed in
the following pages. This program was developed for use on the NASA=MSFC
Univac 1108 system. The input and output variables are described as follows:
i Input Variables
M M in Section 2.3
N N in Section 2.3
I & a _,n SectLon 2.1
TMAX "_ in Section 2.3
] maxDELT At in Section 2.3
TWRT instructs program to write output
[ Variables at'_ =n TWRT, n = 1,2,...
] R R in Section 2.2
I, Output Variables
%
_; F _'_ inSection 2.3
FO ¢_o in Section 2,3
I i in Section 2.3
.t I
IP, JP, KP l, j, _ in Section 2.3
DEN _ in Section 2.3
ME M_ in Section 2.3
T "_ in Section 2.1! COLDEN N in Se_.tion Z.4
e
ETA )? in SecOon 2.1
I ZETA _ in Section Z.l
=
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PROGRAM LISTING
i COMMON T,TMAX,ST,CT,FX_T,A,_Z,CZ,SE,CF,DI,DW'DTH'mHI
*,PEN(IO,IOG,IO),N,NP,FI,DFLT,N?N,N2NP,DL_NP,DEL'OELJ
i _,I'PMAyt_PMIH,THTMAy_THT_"IN_PHIM_X,PMIM|N
WRITr(6,pO)v,N,A,TeAY,DCLT,TWgT,#
• In _mP_'_t(l_,fm,_In,4,3Flm,_ ,Fl_,a}
i 2_ FO_M^T(//mypHM=I3,?X?HN=I3,_X?HA:F|O,4,2XgHTMAX:FT,2,2X_H_ELT:
* F:6og,2X_HFWDT:_,2,?X?HD=FIO,4)
P:=_,Iml%g?6m
I TCK=TI_e_T-_,q_LT
NP=|RIX(TMAX_FLOAT(N) )
N?N=_*N-]
N2NP=_NP-1
j MO=?_M
0,.DNm=R,n*_LOAT(N_*3}_D_LT
I'M':-LT=ml/FLOA-(2_(_+I))
_LJ=I,_/FLOAT(NP}
P _Ay=(FLOATCN)-,_,_)*DEL
_ IN=-RPMAX
. TIdTMAX= ( FLOAT ( NP } -h -5 ) *DELJ
TI _TM TN= -THTM&X
Pl I1 MAX= PI:_AX
j Pl IIMTNm--PHIMAX
ChmI=CO_(DFL7}
Ii WPITC(6,3_)Fm
DO _h I:I,M
Ii C_gI_I=COgCF'L"AT( I+I)'_L7'XI=CneI-CO_IP!
XP=XI/(2,O*Fn)
PE( I)=IFIX" (?)
I MtlT=IFI_(_?+_,")IP (M_T,GT,ME( I ) )ME( l ) =MFT
F( I }=X|/FLOAT(?_ME(I) )
I 30 COSI=COSIPl
qa F,)_MAT(//AX1HI,_X_HMF,_X1HF//)
_RITF(6,_R) (I ,MF(1)_F(E ),I=|,M)
t _ _OPMhT(PI_,g'I?,4}
T_mo_
DO 4e J=IIN_NP
_h 4m K=I tN?N
100 Tp=?,h_P1*r
CT=C_(TP)
F!=Fm
C_=I on
C_,LL PO_
i C%LL nFN¢ 6-Z
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i DO 2nO I=I,MP7=(FLOAT(1)+O,_)*DFLZ
MEP=MF(1)
_I:_I)
1_ MIPD=MP- | +|
M_P=MF(M_PP)
i f|=F(M_PP)16_ DELF=_.0_Pl/FLOAT(MEP)
_) ?_ J=loMEP
£=(FLOAT(J)-O,=)*OFLFi _F=NT_!(E}
CF=Cmm(_)
C_LL mO_
prim CALL DmNS
C_=_l, __=m,_
CF=I.n
CALL POS
|'1 C_LL DFNm
! IF(T,LT,TCK)GO TO 400
T_K=TC_+TWQT
_t_IT_(_) T
_5 In_ JP=] _N2NC
Ii WqlT_(6,?'l) JP251FJPM_T(/_X3HJP=II/)
D() 3rim KP=| _N2N
301 FVPMAT( IOFI °
,_04)
CHPI_P'2a._/FLOAT(N)
," C_LD_N=C'/2.h*DFN(NiNP.N) l •[ M _P_klP+ I
DO &hh J=NP_tN?N_
_0_ C_L_rN=COLDFN+C1_DFN(NIJ;N)
Ii ','PlT'(_.6_P,COLDFN
I NPP =kl_- I !_DL) 610 J=IiNPP "
61n CUL_rN=COL.DEN+C|*DFN(N_J,N)
l W_tTe(6,_IP)COLD_N612 FCRM_T(//_XI?HZETA=IBO OFG_X?HCOLDE_:=FI_._)
CI=A,_*C
COL_KI=CI/P,_*DFN(N,NP_N)
I NI )_ =M+ I
_O _ I=N_N?N
_S?_ CeLflrN=COLD_N+CIiDFN(I_NP,N)
_? F_I_MAT(//_X|?HZETA=_O DFG_FTA:Oi_X?HCOLDEN=FI2.4)
CULhrN=C1/?In*DFN(NINDI_'}
N_P=M-1 63
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i Dn 6_0 I=I,NPP
630 C_LD_N=COLDEN+CI_DFN(I,NP,N)
W_IT¢(6,63?;COLDFN
63? F_MAT(//_X23HZFTA=gO DFG,FTA=|86 _FG,PX7HCOLDEN=E|2,4)
C_tDrN=C/?,h*DFN(_4,NP,N}
i DO 64_ K=Nm_,N_N
64_ C%)LD_N=COLDEN+C_DFN(N,ND,K)
W[_IT_(6,642)COLO_N
642 FIIRMAT(//SX?2HZETA=90 DFG,ETA=90 OEG,_XTHCOLDEN=E|2,4)
i CI,%LD_N=C/So0_D[N(NQNPlN)M _=N-I
DO 6=0 K:I 0NDP
6_0 COLD_N=COLDFN+C_DEN(NINPIK)W_IT_(6,6_2)COLOFN
652 F0_M_T(//_X23HZETA=90 DFG,ETA=?TC DEG,2XTHCOLDEN=E|2,4)
: 40_ T=T+_FLT
t [F(T_[_T,TMAM) GO TO |_
" o_Q _TOm
_ND
t _BWm_ITINF _0<
COMM_N T,TMAX,ST,CT,FX_T,A,SZ,CZ,SE,CEiDI,DW,DTH,_H1
_tDEN( 10, 10_, 10),FJ,NP,FI,DELT,N2N,N_NP'DLDNPiDEL'_ELJ_ '_PH_X i _PP# _ N, THTMAM, THTM _ N tPH IM _X } PH [M I N
D,_=O,?_((_Z_CE+A/Pl)_£T+2,_*C7W(I,O-CT)-_,O*A*T)
_ETtJDN
I =ND
C')MM_N T,TM_X,ST,CT_XDT_A,SZ_CZ_SE_CE,PI'DR_DTH_H!
I t,DEN(10, I0_il0),N,N_,FI,DELT,N_N,N_N_'gLDNP'DEL'DFLJ
_,_P#_X,_P_#IN,THTMAM,THTMIN,PHIMA_,_HIMIN
L_GI_AL LI,L2,L3
LI=DD,GT,_MAXo0Po_W,LT,_PMI N[_O=_TH,GT,T_TMAM_0_,_TH_LT_THTM_N
L_=D_4I'_Te°_IMA_I_'DHI'LT°PHIMTN
_{T_TeT_KD)G0 TO _
I'=I_T_(T)*I
L N_TI=N__N_1T )fTP + I -I
GU T_
N_T?=N_NP
R C_NTtNtlE
Dll 1_ 1 =1,NPN
_p=(_I_0AT(I_N)+_e_)_DFL
IF(DD,_T,_) GO TO 10
TP=I
I _0 T_ 1_
I _ _ 2_ J=N|T1,NIT?
THP=(FLOAT(J_Np}+_e_)_FLj "
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I TI-'(r)TH,GT,THI3)G0 TO 2_)J_'=J
GU T_ _5
| 20 CONTINUE
i 2_ DO 3r_ K =| ,N_N
ImH_Im=(FLOA]'(K-N)40,_)_IDI='L
IC(PI-IToGTolmHTD)GO TO 3_
i KP=K
GO Tr_ 35
3_ C_NT TNUE
t 3_ [DEN( TlmtJIm,W_)=DEN( IP,JP,KP)+nLONP_'F!100 CO T N )E
I_TUDN
I END
i
i
I
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